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FLEX your plant
Whitefox stresses the
importance of flexibility

The year ahead

Experts outline what the
next 12 months will look like
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Gillian Harrison, CEO of Whitefox Technologies, explains how its ICE® FLEX membrane
technology can help companies negotiate shifting demand for some products and help to
hit the world’s net zero targets by 2050

Whitefox ICE® is operating at
nine US ethanol facilities

Our flexible friend

I

n a recent interview Biofuels
International spoke with
Whitefox’s CEO Gillian
Harrison about what trends
they experienced during
COVID-19 and how the
company saw this impacting
the ethanol sector going
forward.
“One of the impressive things
we have seen is how quickly
some technologies have leapt
forward more than five years
in their natural evolution, in
particular in the digital space,”
she said, “and we have seen
some of this in the biotech
space too. All companies have
seen how important agility
and flexibility is to survival
and that the most flexible
companies have adapted
and seized opportunities
to grow their businesses.
“Another theme which has
now become a rallying cry
across the world is “Net-Zero
by 2050”. So not only do
companies need to build in
flexibility into their DNA, but
they must also have a robust
business plan with a heavy
focus on emissions reduction.”
Harrison said that a theme
discussed with most of its
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customers ever since the
pandemic took hold back in
2020 has been how Whitefox
can help producers to
efficiently produce different
grades of ethanol, especially
for hand sanitiser use.
“I think there is a lot we
can learn from the COVID-19
disruption that we can take
forward. In our sector we saw
demand for transportation
ethanol drop almost overnight
in parallel with the oil price
falling to below a dollar, but at
the same time we saw demand
for alcohol for hand sanitiser
and disinfectants soar and
none of us predicted this. It
shows how things can happen
very quickly in ways that we
have never seen before.
“COVID-19 has taught us
that the ethanol industry needs
flexibility and product purity,”
Harrison continued. “We
saw many US plants reduce
production output, and some
temporarily closed. Those, with
a flexible plant configuration,
were able to produce a
higher purity product and
therefore increased production
capacity to meet the global
demand for hand sanitiser.”

Versatility and
product purity
Ethanol is a versatile platform
molecule with potential
for multiple uses, it can
be used as a sustainable
liquid fuel for cars and
aviation, for hand wash and
potentially bioplastics.
Harrison see that “with
the world moving towards
net zero the ethanol industry
has an opportunity to play a
bigger part in this monumental
challenge. The ethanol
molecule is an essential
building block for the green

economy, but investments are
needed to provide flexibility
and purity in production.”
She added: “Here in the UK,
we have legislated for net zero
and most major economies
and companies are talking
about net zero by 2050. The
public are now expecting
and even demanding it. We
strongly believe that the
ethanol industry has a big
part to play in this and I don’t
just mean in transportation.
We believe that investment
in the ethanol sector needs
to focus around reducing
emissions in production and

Schematic showing ICE® FLEX process flow
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biofuels bioethanol
producing animal feed such
as DDGS, corn oil, CO2 and
high protein products, but
we also think it is important
to have flexibility to produce
different liquid products.”
Whitefox ICE FLEX
– the process

Paul Kamp, Whitefox VP business development and sales, Dan Shickles, United Ethanol general manager,
Chad Campbell, United Ethanol former COO and Gillian Harrison, Whitefox CEO

adding flexibility to produce
different grades of ethanol
with multiple levels of purity.”
Practical solutions
Given the demand from
customers, Whitefox took
its experience of industrial
grade alcohol production
and combined its knowledge
from the fuel grade sector to
develop a new solution, the
Whitefox ICE® FLEX system.
“Whitefox ICE® FLEX, as the
name suggests is all about
flexibility,” said Harrison. “We
developed a system which
allows a producer to take
part of their output from the
molecular sieve regen and
other side streams and turn it
into higher grade alcohol. The
attractiveness of our solution
is that it gives the producer the
flexibility to switch between
anhydrous high-grade ethanol
and increased fuel grade.
“This gives the producer’s
business better balance,
because now they have
the ability to have a wider
product range from their
liquid stream. We already
recognise the importance of
diversity at ethanol plants for
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“COVID-19 has taught
us that the ethanol
industry needs flexibility
and product purity”

The Whitefox ICE® FLEX
solution combines distillation
columns and membrane
dehydration. It removes water
with membranes earlier in
the process compared to
traditional methods which
allows for more efficient
congener removal, using
less water and energy.
Steam consumption using
this process is 50% less
than traditional processes.
This system produces purer
alcohol with reduced zeolite
trace contaminates. It also
has the ability to remove
odours with an optional addon. The ICE® FLEX system
has no added chemicals
for congener removal.
Harrison said: “The solution
gives producers the chance
to expand their revenue mix
with higher margin products.
Depending on volumes and

Whitefox ICE® installation at United Ethanol, Wisconsin, US. The membrane system has a small physical
footprint as indicated by the red box
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product diversification and
the flexibility to act fast to
changing market conditions
and mitigating the risk of
margin erosion of your entire
product portfolio. With this
system installed you can
ask yourself which of the
other markets can I address
with my liquid product, so
that I am not just reliant on
the transportation sector.”
Implementation

Polish ethanol producer BGW is to install Whitefox ICE® system to reduce
GHG emissions

markets the upgrades to an
existing plant can have a
payback in approximately
a year giving an attractive
return on investment. It is
very much the approach we
have taken and is at the core
of what we do at Whitefox.
We are all about reducing
energy and water consumption
in industrial processes. So
this solution uses less than
50% of the energy typically

needed for a traditional high
grade system based on
distillation and rectification.”
More options
for the future
Harrison said a system
like this helps to open up
more markets adding:
“Upgrading your plant with
ICE® FLEX is not just about
transportation, it’s about

As a result of changing market
conditions in early 2020,
Whitefox moved quickly
to develop the ICE® FLEX
solution which led to the first
agreement to install it at a
large ethanol plant in the US.
The system will help
the client achieve product
diversification and improve
overall efficiency in operations
by eliminating recycle
streams and fluctuations in
distillation and dehydration.
The system will increase
production by an average rate
of 30,000 gallons per day and
flex between additional fuel
grade ethanol and USP grade.
The operational
improvements will also
reduce energy consumption
and improve their carbon
intensity score, helping keep
them highly competitive in
low-carbon markets and
have a positive impact
on their bottom line.
Whitefox continued its
innovation drive during the
pandemic. Most recently the
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company announced that
it has signed an agreement
with Polish ethanol producer
BGW to install a Whitefox ICE
membrane solution at their
plant near Poznań, Poland.
The solution developed for
BGW takes the technology
one step further by directly
dehydrating a water rich
stream of around 50%
through to 99.7%.
The system is designed to
have a wide operating range
which gives BGW greater
flexibility to produce different
ethanol products to meet its
customers’ demand. The
design will provide a stepchange improvement in overall
plant efficiency. Work on the
installation is already underway
with target completion
at the end of the year.
“While COVID-19 has posed
many negative challenges, it
has also been a busy year for
new opportunities. It showed
us all that big things are
possible. So while net zero is a
huge challenge for us to reach,
I believe the ethanol industry
can rise to that challenge and
deliver new innovations that
will contribute to our common
sustainability and GHG
emission reduction targets.
COVID-19 might have
hurt our industry, but let it
be our inspiration to build a
future based on a clean and
flexible molecule – ethanol,
and look towards a better
future for all of us.” l
For more information:
Visit: whitefox.com

Twitter
www.twitter.com/biofuelsmag
LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/groups/2549636
E-news
www.biofuels-news.com
Subscribe
www.biofuels-news.com/shop
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